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ABSTRACT
Although several experimental and/or analytical studies have been conducted on seismic
performance of individual non-structural components like ceilings and partition walls, studies
investigating the performance and interactions of a combined ceiling-partition system under floor
excitations are scarce. In this study, two full scale unidirectional shake table tests are carried out
on suspended ceiling - low damage drywall systems. The first suspended ceiling was braced to the
structure above with horizontal gaps between ceiling perimeters and the walls. No boundary
elements were connected to hold the ends of the ceiling grid elements together beside these gaps.
The second ceiling was restrained laterally by connecting ceiling grids to the drywalls on two
adjacent sides while being free to move on the opposite sides. This is referred to as perimeterfixed. The drywall system was designed to tilt during out-of-plane storey deformations, and slide
at the top during in-plane deformations, thereby avoiding damage. It was found that the backbraced ceiling did not touch the low-damage drywall during small earthquake excitations, but grid
spreading occurred at the ceiling boundary causing some tile dislodgement. For larger excitations
impact occurred between the grid ends and supporting wall structure causing large ceiling
accelerations but no further damage. The use of ceiling grid end boundary angles was proposed to
address the grid spreading issue. The perimeter-fixed ceiling showed no damage up to the drift
levels achieved during these unidirectional tests. It was concluded that the low-damage drywall
partition was compatible with both the perimeter-fixed ceiling and the back-braced ceiling,
provided that grid spreading is prevented, and that a clash avoidance space be placed between
adjacent wallboards for horizontal shaking at different angles.
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ABSTRACT
Although several experimental and/or analytical studies have been conducted on seismic
performance of individual non-structural components like ceilings and partition walls, studies
investigating the performance and interactions of a combined ceiling-partition system under floor
excitations are scarce. In this study, two full scale unidirectional shake table tests are carried out on
suspended ceiling - low damage drywall systems. The first suspended ceiling was braced to the
structure above with horizontal gaps between ceiling perimeters and the walls. No boundary
elements were connected to hold the ends of the ceiling grid elements together beside these gaps.
The second ceiling was restrained laterally by connecting ceiling grids to the drywalls on two
adjacent sides while being free to move on the opposite sides. This is referred to as perimeter-fixed.
The drywall system was designed to tilt during out-of-plane storey deformations, and slide at the
top during in-plane deformations, thereby avoiding damage. It was found that the back-braced
ceiling did not touch the low-damage drywall during small earthquake excitations, but grid
spreading occurred at the ceiling boundary causing some tile dislodgement. For larger excitations
impact occurred between the grid ends and supporting wall structure causing large ceiling
accelerations but no further damage. The use of ceiling grid end boundary angles was proposed to
address the grid spreading issue. The perimeter-fixed ceiling showed no damage up to the drift levels
achieved during these unidirectional tests. It was concluded that the low-damage drywall partition
was compatible with both the perimeter-fixed ceiling and the back-braced ceiling, provided that grid
spreading is prevented, and that a clash avoidance space be placed between adjacent wallboards for
horizontal shaking at different angles.

Introduction
Non-structural elements (NSEs) have been identified as the dominant contributor to the overall
cost of buildings. They are also crucial to the continued occupancy and uninterrupted use following
natural hazards such as earthquakes. In some instances, damage to NSEs has also been reported as
a life hazard [1]. The seismic assessment procedures for existing buildings now include NSEs and
they can contribute to a building being rated as potentially earthquake prone [2]. For a more
uniform earthquake resilience, both structural and non-structural performances need to go hand in
hand as currently the NSEs suffer damage at much smaller demand levels than the structure itself.
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Moreover, performance compatibility among structural and non-structural elements needs to be
checked to provide assurance that extensive deformations in one element will not impose
unforeseen demands on adjacent elements. Suspended ceilings and partition walls are among the
frequently reported NSEs damaged in earthquakes of various magnitudes and properties. In this
project, the seismic performance of typical ceiling-partition assemblies is experimentally assessed
to better understand the potential interaction between these components and identify any
vulnerabilities at system level (which are not easily identifiable through component tests).
Experimental work
The shake table tests were planned to investigate the in-plane and out-of-plane performance of the
low-damage drywall partitions, as well as the displacement compatibility between these walls and
the two types of suspended ceilings. The experiments were carried out on a unidirectional shaking
table and provided motion along the longitudinal direction of the frame (E-W). The test setup
consisted of a steel frame, three low-damage timber stud drywall partitions on three sides of this
frame (C-shaped wall) and two types of suspended ceilings supported by the frame (Figure 1).
The first series of tests were conducted on the ceiling specimen which was back-braced to
the structure above with horizontal gaps at the free ends of ceiling grids and vertical wall supports.
The second ceiling specimen - referred to as perimeter-fixed - was restrained laterally by
connecting to the drywalls on two adjacent sides while being free to move on the opposite sides.
The ceiling specimens were 2.4 m by 4.8 m in size and consisted of DONN brand [3] DX30D3600 main tees and DX30M-1200 cross tees. The ceiling tiles were 1200 mm × 600 mm and
approximately 2.75 kg each. The braces consisted of four 12-gauge galvanized wires installed 90
degrees apart and with a 45-degree slope from the ceiling plane along with a vertical strut to resist
vertical compression.
The low-damage drywall system proposed in a previous study by Tasligedik [4], was
designed to tilt during out-of-plane story deformations, and slide at the top and bottom during inplane deformations, thereby avoiding damage. The two drywalls in the longitudinal direction (N
& S faces) were 2.3 m by 5 m and the third in the transverse direction (E face) was 2.3 m by 2.5
m.
A suite of ground motions was chosen from a mix of significant local and global seismic
events. The ground motion time histories were applied with scaling factors gradually increasing to
reach the target inter-storey drift level.

Figure 1. The exterior and interior views of the test frame

Results & Discussions
Figure 2 shows the peak inter-storey drifts from steel frame displacements in all tests vs. the peak
horizontal accelerations (PFA) measured at the top of the frame in the direction of applied shaking.
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Figure 2. Inter-storey drifts and peak floor accelerations (PFA) achieved in tests
In the braced ceiling experiment, where no connection was made between ceiling grid ends
and surrounding walls, inter-story drifts up to 1.35% were achieved with no damage in the grid
system or partitions. During these experiments, it was found that the braced-back ceiling did not
touch the low-damage drywall during small earthquake excitations. However, for larger excitations
impact occurred between the grid ends and supporting wall structure, causing large ceiling
accelerations but no further damage. These large displacements were concluded to be due to the
slackness of sway wire braces and the inherent flexibility of this bracing solution. Thorough
evaluation of the required gap between grid ends or use of damping/isolation gap filling material
was recommended.
Grid spreading at the ceiling boundary caused some tile dislodgement at high drift values
on the corners of the back-braced ceiling as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Dislodgement of ceiling tiles

The use of ceiling grid end framing elements was proposed to address the grid spreading
and tile dislodgement issues. These perimeter angles were proposed to be riveted only to grid ends
while maintaining a sufficient clearance from the walls (Figure 4).

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Recommended trimming angle solution for the prevention of grid spreading: (a) grid
spreading without trimming angle; and (b) with trimming angle element riveted to grid end
The perimeter-fixed ceiling showed no damage in the ceiling system or the drywalls up to
the drift levels achieved during these unidirectional tests. The tested perimeter-fixed ceiling
appeared to have enough flexibility to accommodate the relative displacement between two
perpendicular walls up to the inter-storey drifts achieved.
Conclusions
Shake table tests were carried out on two combinations of suspended ceilings and low-damage
drywall partitions with the aim of investigating their deformation compatibility. During these
experiments and up to the drift levels achieved, no structural damage was observed in the lowdamage drywalls and perimeter-fixed ceiling. The only form of damage was panel dislodgement
in the corners of the back-braced ceiling due to grid ends spreading. To avoid this damage,
perimeter trimming angles were recommended on grid ends while maintaining the disconnection
from the walls. At larger excitations in the back-braced ceiling, impact occurred between the grid
ends and supporting wall structure, due to the inherent flexibility of the bracing type used. Gaps
between the low-damage drywall boards and the structural columns were found essential in both
directions to avoid cracks in wall linings and finish. It was concluded that the low-damage drywall
partition was compatible with both the perimeter-fixed ceiling and the back-braced ceiling tested,
provided that grid spreading is prevented, and that a clash avoidance space be placed between
adjacent wallboards for horizontal shaking at different angles.
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